The Twilight Zone: From Paper to iPad
I. Introduction
II. Old School – Using paper
A. Teacher gives a student an assignment to be completed on paper

B. Completed assignments handed to the teacher or placed in a “turn in “ box

C. Teacher grades assignment

D. Assignment is returned to students

III. New School – Using technology
A. Teacher saves the assignment as a document and students downloads the assignment to a
note taking app

B. Student completes the assignment and “drops” the assignment into a specified turn in box

C. Teacher grades assignment

D. Assignment is available for student to view

IV. Old School - Creation of Assignments
A. Workbooks, Cut and paste, copies, overhead transparencies, office supplies, etc
B. Folders, binders, notebooks, filling cabinets and other organizational tools and methods for
students and teachers
C. Grade books, calculators and storage of papers
V. New School – Using Technology
A. Creation of assignments
- Word, Publisher, Smartboards, etc. – ability to utilize a variety of sources

B. Save as PDF and make available (publish) to students
- Schoology (filing cabinet)
- Showbie (drop box)
- other systems: Google Drive, Drop Box, email

C. Students join “classes” at the beginning of the year/semester with a code
- Showbie
- Schoology

D. Students do the actual work in their notes app and then “submit” or “drop” the work into a
designated drop box
- Notability or Notes Plus
- Showbie

- Schoology

E. Teacher grading and returning work to students
- Schoology: comments can be posted and shared, points given, gradebook available

- Showbie: can be actually written on and comments exchanged back and forth.

VI. “There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to man. It is a dimension as vast as space and
as timeless as infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, between science and
superstition, and it lies between the pit of a man’s fears, and the summit of his knowledge. This is the
dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call… The Twilight Zone”… moving from paper to
technology.”
- We have only begun to make the change from paper to technology
- What our imaginations create today will be the foundation of education in the future

Final thought that I leave my Students with: Breath and Smile, do the “dance” to make it work and
breath and smile some more!
Bonus: Math apps

